In this paper, we consider a vendor realizing a sequence of random order arrivals in random sizes. The vendor has the autonomy to hold/consolidate small orders until an economical dispatch quantity accumulates. Consequently, the actual inventory requirements at the vendor are in part determined by the parameters of the shipment release policy in use. In this context, we investigate the impact of shipment consolidation on the expected long-run average cost by simultaneously computing the optimal order quantity for inventory replenishment at the vendor and the optimal dispatch quantity for outbound shipments. Since we consider the case where demand follows a general stochastic bulk arrival process, obtaining exact analytical expressions for some key operating characteristics of the cost function is intractable. Hence, we provide easy-to-compute approximations which enable efficient numerical solutions for the problem. We also investigate: (i) the cases where consolidated shipments are preferred over immediate deliveries; (ii) the sensitivity of optimal integrated policy variables to demand/cost parameters; (iii) the potential savings that can be obtained by shipment consolidation; and (iv) the tradeoffs between the waiting time induced by shipment consolidation and costs saved. Our results provide insights into the impact of outbound transportation operations on inventory replenishment decisions and outbound distribution system design. Moreover, numerical testing suggests that significant cost savings (up to 57%) are possible with shipment consolidation.
Introduction and related literature
In this paper, we analyze an integrated inventory replenishment and outbound shipment scheduling problem which arises in the context of Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI) and third-party warehousing/distribution programs. Under those programs, the vendor is authorized to manage inventories of agreed upon stock keeping units at a downstream location, e.g., a retail location, a distributor or a customer. More specifically, retrieving the demand information at the downstream location (called the retailer from now on), the vendor makes decisions regarding the quantity and timing of resupply. As a result, the vendor has the autonomy of holding/consolidating small orders until an economical dispatch quantity (i.e., a large outbound load realizing transportation scale economies) accumulates. In this setting, the actual inventory requirements at the vendor are in part specified by the parameters of the outbound * Corresponding author shipment release policy in use, and the operational problem of interest is to compute an optimum inventory replenishment quantity and an optimum outbound dispatch quantity, simultaneously. Here, we use the term vendor loosely; depending on the industry, it may represent a manufacturer or a distributor. For example, in the computer industry in Texas, a VMI vendor is typically a third-party logistics company which is in charge of warehousing and distribution programs of a manufacturer. That is, the third-party carries inventory for finished goods (e.g., consumer and commercial CPUs) and peripherals (e.g., speakers, printers, etc.) at its warehouse and arranges outbound transportation for replenishing stock at the retailers.
More specifically, we consider a single-item, stochasticdemand inventory system managed by a vendor operating in such a VMI setting and realizing a sequence of random order arrivals in random sizes from a retailer. As the vendor consolidates orders over time, some period of time elapses between the actual staging of individual orders and the departure of a consolidated load destined to the retailer as a downstream replenishment. This practice is known as 0740-817X C 2008 "IIE" temporal shipment consolidation. The logistics literature reports that two different types of temporal shipment consolidation routines are popular in current practice (Higginson and Bookbinder, 1995) . These are: (i) time-based policies; and (ii) quantity-based policies. A time-based policy ships a consolidated load (clears all outstanding orders) every T periods whereas a quantity-based policy ships a consolidated load when an economical dispatch quantity, say Q D , is available. The literature also identifies a hybrid consolidation routine, called a time-and-quantity policy which is characterized by a dispatch frequency T and an economical dispatch quantity Q D Bookbinder, 1994, 1995) . Under a time-and-quantity policy, a dispatch decision is made at min{T(Q D ), T} where T(Q D ) denotes the arrival time of the Q D th demand. We focus on the case where the vendor uses a certain kind of (s, S) policy for replenishing inventory and a quantity-based policy for consolidating shipments. In this setting, knowing that the inventory replenishment decisions at the vendor should account for outbound shipment consolidation, we develop a renewal theoretic model for the simultaneous computation of the optimum inventory replenishment quantity and the optimum outbound dispatch quantity to minimize the expected long-run average cost of the vendor. The model takes into account the costs of stock replenishment, inventory carrying, customer waiting and outbound transportation for the vendor facing a general stochastic demand process with bulk arrivals.
Since the current paper is motivated by the benefits of VMI that relate to shipment consolidation, we proceed with a detailed discussion of the literature directly related to shipment consolidation. However, we note that there is a considerable amount of recent work that examines the potential benefits of VMI, and these benefits extend beyond economies of scale associated with shipment consolidation. In fact, the existing work on VMI can be classified into two streams. One stream of work examines the benefits of information sharing and channel coordination under VMI arrangements (Fry et al., 2001 , Kaipia et al., 2002 , Disney and Towill, 2003 , Dong and Xu, 2003 , Piplani and Viswanathan, 2003 , Gerchak and Wang, 2004 , Mishra and Raghunathan, 2004 , Toptal and Ç etinkaya, 2006 , and it is only distantly related to our work. The other stream examines the flexibility that VMI offers for a vendor in delivering stock to its retailers (Campbell et al., 1998 , Ç etinkaya and Lee, 2000 , Axsäter, 2001 , Cheung and Lee, 2002 , Ç etinkaya, 2004 , Kleywegt et al., 2004 , and it is more closely related to our work. For example, Campbell et al. (1998) and Kleywegt et al. (2004) study the flexibility in constructing improved delivery routes for multiple retailers whereas Cheung and Lee (2002) study the flexibility in coordinating shipments to multiple retailers and stock rebalancing. Literature dealing directly with the benefits of VMI that relate to shipment consolidation (Ç etinkaya and Lee, 2000 , Axsäter, 2001 , Ç etinkaya, 2004 is also included in the second stream of work.
The principles and cost benefits of shipment consolidation have long been discussed in the logistics literature. In a recent review paper, Ç etinkaya (2004) points out that "Shipment consolidation may be implemented on its own without coordination. Such a practice is called a pure consolidation policy". Alternatively, in choosing an operating routine (e.g., time based, quantity based or hybrid), it may be useful to consider the impact of shipment consolidation on other operational decisions such as inventory decisions. Hence, another approach is to coordinate/integrate shipment consolidation with inventory decisions. This practice called an integrated inventory/shipment consolidation policy. Early literature (Newbourne and Barrett, 1972 , Cooper, 1984 , Burns et al., 1985 , Closs and Cook, 1987 , Daganzo, 1988 , Minkoff, 1993 , Popken, 1994 in shipment consolidation focuses on pure policies. In a recent paper, Ç etinkaya and Bookbinder (2003) provide an account of the literature on this class of policies. Since the previous literature on pure policies does not include any results regarding the derivation of explicit expressions of the policy parameters (T or Q D ), they develop such expressions for the cases of private carriage and common carriage under Poisson demands. Literature on integrated policies is relatively new. Ç etinkaya and Lee (2000) highlight the significant savings that may be realizable by coordinating inventory replenishment and outbound shipment consolidation efforts under a VMI agreement. Considering the case where the vendor implements a time-based policy for consolidating Poisson demands, they provide the first analytical treatment for computing the approximate parameters of an integrated policy. Axsäter (2001) develops a numerical procedure for computing the exact parameters of the Ç etinkaya-Lee integrated policy (Ç etinkaya and Lee, 2000) . In a recent paper, Ç etinkaya et al. (2006) revisit the problem of computation of the parameters of integrated policies, and they examine the case where the vendor implements quantity-based and hybrid policies for consolidating Poisson demands. They also present analytical and numerical results regarding the performances of these alternative integrated policies and report that quantity-based consolidation is superior to timebased and hybrid consolidation in terms of the resulting costs.
The existing analytical models for computing the parameters of pure and integrated policies (Ç etinkaya and Lee, 2000 , Axsäter, 2001 , Ç etinkaya and Bookbinder, 2003 are aimed at developing quantitative results for managerial justification of shipment consolidation and VMI, and they only consider the special case where the demand follows a Poisson process with unit arrivals. Although those models lead to easy-to-understand analytical results, they have a limited application domain due to the simplifying assumptions about the characteristics of the underlying demand processes. The current paper, on 326 Ç etinkaya et al.
the other hand, examines a more realistic problem by considering the case where both the order arrivals and sizes are stochastic, i.e., demand follows a general stochastic bulk arrival process. That is, the problem setting considered here is essentially the same as the one considered in Ç etinkaya and Lee (2000) and Ç etinkaya et al. (2006) with the exception that our focus is on a more realistic and complicated demand process of practical interest. Our goal is to develop analytical guidelines for computing the parameters of an integrated inventory/shipment consolidation policy where the vendor implements quantity-based shipment consolidation. Since the previous work on integrated policies under simplistic demand assumptions indicate that quantity-based consolidation is superior to its alternatives (Ç etinkaya et al., 2006) , there is a clear need for a detailed analysis of integrated policies under more realistic demand processes for real-life implementation of such policies. The problem studied in the current paper is challenging due to the batching effect of shipment consolidation on the general demand process with bulk arrivals. The paper presents several technical results of theoretical interest as well as numerical results/insights of practical interest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Problem definition and notation are presented in Section 2, and a mathematical formulation is developed in Section 3. Obtaining an exact expression of the expected long-run average cost is challenging so that a closed-form solution seems to be intractable. For this reason, an approximation for computing the expected long-run average cost is proposed in Section 4. A cost expression leading to an optimization model is developed in Sections 2-4. This is followed by Section 5 which is aimed at providing some insights for different problem instances. The results presented therein rely on a numerical investigation where the goal is to understand the impact of shipment consolidation and outbound transportation considerations on inventory/distribution system design. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion of important generalizations.
Problem definition
In this section, we describe the problem setting, provide a justification of our modeling assumptions, introduce the related notation and present a mathematical formulation of the problem.
Problem setting and modeling assumptions
As we have already mentioned, the problem setting we consider is essentially the same as the one considered in Ç etinkaya and Lee (2000) and Ç etinkaya et al. (2006) with the exception that here we model the vendor's demand from the retailer as a stochastic bulk arrival process. Let us revisit this setting for the sake of completeness.
The vendor manages a single-item, stochastic-demand inventory system for a product that is unreasonable or undesirable for the retailer to keep in stock, such as expensive, high-tech, or bulky products. In this setting, the retailer owns some display models, such as display models of office photocopy machines and expensive laptop computers, but in fact satisfies customer demand without carrying retail inventory because the inventory holding cost for the retailer is high and customers (end-users) are usually willing to wait for reasonable time intervals. Each customer demand at the retailer is transmitted to the vendor as an order, possibly through an electronic data interchange link as in the case of most VMI applications, so that the vendor can satisfy orders from the retailer. We consider the case where all orders must eventually be satisfied by the vendor. However, before releasing an outbound shipment destined to the retailer as a downstream replenishment, the vendor consolidates these orders using a quantity-based policy. As a result, the vendor's inventory is depleted as each consolidated load is dispatched, and the retailer pays the vendor as each consolidated load is received. At the time of a dispatch, if the vendor's on-hand inventory is not sufficient to clear all outstanding orders, i.e., the consolidated load, then the vendor immediately replenishes its stock incurring fixed and per-unit procurement costs, from an external source with ample supply. The immediate replenishment assumption is applicable if the vendor is located in close proximity to its own supplier which can offer instantaneous supply, as, for example, in the case of the computer industry in Texas where the vendor is a distributor located within the same metropolitan area of the manufacturing facility that can assemble products with a negligible lead time.
The vendor's motivation for consolidating shipments is to achieve economies of scale inherent in transportation because each dispatch incurs both fixed and per-unit transportation costs. However, it is important to note that shipment consolidation is implemented at: (i) a cost of prolonged inventory holding at the vendor's warehouse; and (ii) a waiting penalty associated with delayed delivery of the consolidated load to the retailer. Consequently, we take into account the following cost parameters explicitly:
A R = fixed cost of replenishing inventory; c R = unit procurement cost; h = inventory carrying cost per unit per unit time; A D = fixed cost of dispatching; c D = unit transportation cost; w = waiting penalty per unit per unit time.
That is, the inventory replenishment costs at the vendor's warehouse are represented by the traditional model parameters associated with inventory problems, i.e., a fixed cost A R corresponding to the administrative cost for processing a replenishment order and the receiving cost incurred when the stock arrives, a per-unit procurement cost c R , and a per-unit per-unit-time inventory holding cost h. Outbound shipment costs incurred by the vendor are represented by a fixed cost A D corresponding to the cost of a dispatch for releasing a shipment (say, launching a truck), a per-unit transportation cost c D associated with handling (say, loading the items on the truck) and a per-unit per-unit-time waiting penalty w. Here, the waiting penalty may have two components: (i) the vendor's opportunity cost associated with delayed receipt of revenue from the retailer because the retailer pays the vendor as each consolidated load is received; and (ii) an additional loss-of-goodwill penalty associated with delayed delivery of each retailer order.
Underlying stochastic processes and operational system characteristics
Before we discuss the operational characteristics of the inventory and consolidation system under consideration, let us introduce the notation associated with the underlying stochastic processes. We consider the case where successive orders to the vendor (demands to the retailer) form a stochastic process with inter-arrival times T n , n = 1, 2, . . . . The sequence {T n : n = 1, 2, . . .} consists of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) non-negative random variables with finite mean λ. Letting S 0 = 0 and S n = n i=1 T i , n ≥ 1, we define N 1 (t) = sup{n : S n ≤ t}. By definition, S n denotes the arrival time of the nth retailer order, and N 1 (t) is the renewal process that registers the number of retailer orders placed by time t. Each retailer order requests a different quantity, and order sizes, denoted by Y n , n = 1, 2, . . . , form a stochastic process. The sequence {Y n : n = 1, 2, . . .} also consists of i.i.d. non-negative random variables with distribution G(·) where G(0) < 1 and finite mean µ. By assumption, {N 1 (t), t ≥ 0} and {Y n , n = 1, 2, . . .} are independent. Hence, the cumulative demand up to time t is a compound renewal process denoted by N (t) and expressed as
By definition, D n denotes the cumulative demand immediately after the nth order, and N 2 (y) is a renewal process that counts the maximum number of retailer orders consolidated up to y units. In other words, N 2 (y) + 1 is the number of retailer orders until a load of at least y units is consolidated. Observe that the properties of N 1 (·) and N 2 (·) depend on inter-arrival time and order size distribution functions (e.g., if G(·) is exponential then N 2 (·) is a Poisson process which may provide analytical ease for computational purposes). For the sake of generality, this paper considers the case where T n and Y n , n = 1, 2, . . ., may have general distributions. We assume that both N 1 (·) and N 2 (·) are both stationary processes. That is, the demand process characterized by N 1 (·) and N 2 (·) does not change over time.
Under the quantity-based policy, the vendor releases a shipment when the size of the consolidated load waiting to be released exceeds a critical quantity denoted by Q D . In this setting, the time between two successive outbound dispatch decisions is called a shipment consolidation cycle. All orders must eventually be satisfied and orders arriving during a shipment consolidation cycle are combined to form a consolidated load; but, once a dispatch decision is made the entire load must be shipped, i.e., all outstanding orders must be delivered. Since we consider the case where the vendor replenishes its own inventory immediately from an external source with ample supply, it is sufficient to review the vendor's inventory at the end of a shipment consolidation cycle. At the review instant, if the on-hand inventory is insufficient to clear all outstanding orders, then the vendor first replenishes its stock and then releases the entire consolidated load making sure that the remaining on-hand inventory is Q R . The time between two successive inventory replenishment decisions is called an inventory replenishment cycle. Here, the decision variables of interest are the critical dispatch quantity Q D , i.e., a threshold value which triggers a dispatch decision, and the order-up-to level Q R .
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Ç etinkaya et al. Letting L(t) and I(t) denote the size of the consolidated load waiting to be released and the inventory level at the vendor's warehouse at time t, respectively, in Fig. 1 we illustrate how the inventory and shipment release decisions are made under the above assumptions. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , L(t) is updated each time a retailer order is received. This way, the time that the consolidated load exceeds Q D for the first time in a consolidation cycle, i.e., the end of a shipment consolidation cycle, is registered immediately.
r If there is not a sufficient amount of on-hand inventory to deliver the entire consolidated load at this time, i.e., if I(t) < L(t) at the end of a consolidation cycle, a replenishment quantity of size Q R + L(t) − I(t) is ordered and received instantaneously. Next, the entire consolidated load is dispatched immediately so that a new replenishment cycle (as well as a new consolidation cycle) begins with Q R units on hand.
r On the other hand, if there is a sufficient amount of onhand inventory to deliver the entire consolidated load at this time, i.e., if I(t) ≥ L(t) at the end of a consolidation cycle, then the load is dispatched using the on-hand inventory. In this case, the same replenishment cycle continues and a new shipment consolidation cycle begins with I(t) − L(t) units of on-hand inventory.
Since the vendor's inventory level immediately after a dispatch (review) varies between the two critical levels of zero and S = Q R , we say that the vendor employs a special kind of (s, S) policy with s = 0 and S = Q R . Since the vendor's replenishment lead time is negligible, there is no need to consider those (s, S) policies where s > 0. Also, any (s, S) policy with s < 0, is infeasible because once a dispatch decision is made the entire load must be shipped. In fact, since all orders must eventually be satisfied, there is no cost benefit of having s < 0 as this would only increase the waiting penalty without decreasing the other operational costs associated with the system under consideration. Clearly, under the (s = 0, S = Q R ) policy described here, the actual reorder point that triggers an inventory replenishment decision can take any value on (0, −∞) depending on the domain of the order weight distribution.
Problem formulation
Under the assumptions presented in Section 2.2, I(t), the inventory process, is a regenerative process. The regeneration points are the epochs at which the target inventory level Q R is reached. Hence, I(t) consists of i.i.d. replenishment cycles. Let CL n denote the length of the nth replenishment cycle and CC n denote the total cost incurred during the nth replenishment cycle, n = 1, 2, . . . . Then, the pairs (CL n , CC n ), n ≥ 1, are i.i.d. Since the order inter-arrival times have a finite mean, G(0) < 1 and the costs are assumed to be finite,
Therefore, we can employ the renewal reward theorem (Ross, 1983) and write the expected long-run average cost rate C(Q D , Q R ) as follows:
(1) Naturally, the expected long-run average cost is a function of Q D and Q R . Since we are dealing with an operational inventory and consolidation problem with stationary costs and demand, C(Q D , Q R ) is an appropriate objective function for our purposes, and, hence, we compute the optimal integrated policy parameters, Q D and Q R , by solving:
In the following discussions, we will derive an expression for C(Q D , Q R ) by computing the expected replenishment cycle length and expected cost of a replenishment cycle. First, let us define some useful quantities. L(t), the consolidation process is also a regenerative process where successive dispatch decisions represent regeneration epochs. Let U i denote the length of the ith consolidation cycle (i.e., time between two dispatch decisions), and let W i denote the size of the consolidated load accumulated during the ith consolidation cycle. Under the operational assumptions of the inventory system, {U i , i = 1, 2, . . .} and {W i , i = 1, 2, . . .} form sequences of i.i.d. random variables. Hence, it follows that:
i.e., the distribution function of U i is given by the distribution function of
Since the process N 2 (·) and the sequence {T n , n = 1, 2, . . .} are independent, and N 2 (Q D ) + 1 is a stopping time for {Y n , n = 1, 2, . . .}, we have that:
where the second equality follows from Wald's equation (Ross, 1983) and M G (·) denotes the renewal function associated with
Expected replenishment cycle length
Observe that each inventory replenishment cycle consists of at least one shipment consolidation cycle. Let K denote the number of consolidation cycles within a given replenishment cycle. 
(6) Next, the question is how to compute E [K] . An inventory replenishment cycle ends when the accumulated demand, i.e., cumulative consolidated load, exceeds Q R . It follows that K = inf k :
where M H (·) denotes the renewal function associated with
. Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6), we have that:
The final question here is how to obtain an expression for H(·) from which E[K] can be computed. The following proposition provides an answer for this question.
Proposition 1. An expression of H(·) is given by
H(w) = 0 if w < Q D , G(w) − Q D 0 (1 − G(w − y))dM G (y), if w ≥ Q D ,
where G(·) is the order weight distribution, and M G (·) is the renewal function associated with G(·).
Proof. See Appendix A1.
Expected replenishment cycle cost
The cost of a replenishment cycle has four components: (i) inventory replenishment cost; (ii) delivery cost; (iii) inventory carrying cost; and (iv) waiting penalty. We proceed with computing these components.
Expected inventory replenishment cost per
replenishment cycle Under the cost assumptions of the model, the expected inventory replenishment cost, denoted by E [RC] , is given by
Observe that the replenishment quantity should be sufficient to supply the total dispatch quantity within a replenishment cycle.
Recalling the definition of K, it can be easily shown that K is a stopping time for the sequence {W i , i = 1, 2, . . .}. Thus, using Wald's equation (Ross, 1983) and Equation (5), we conclude that:
As a result, 
, and using Equation (9) we have that: 
Utilizing the realization illustrated in Fig. 2 , one can observe that:
Noting
T j ], and using Equation (4), it follows that:
Now, observe that the striped area in Fig. 2 depends on the value of Q D . Therefore, let (Q D ) denote this area. The following proposition computes (Q D ) by using the renewal function of order size distribution, i.e., M G (·). 
Proposition 2. An expression of (Q D ) is given by
where
Proof. See Appendix A2
Substituting Equations (13), (14) and (15) into Equation (12) leads to Figure 3 illustrates a realization of the inventory process. Observe that, for the inventory replenishment cycle illustrated in Fig. 3 , the cumulative amount of inventory carried is shown by the striped region. Let (Q R , Q D ) denote the expected value of this region. The following proposition presents an expression for (Q R , Q D ):
Expected holding cost per replenishment cycle
Proof. See Appendix A3.
Therefore, the expected holding cost, denoted by E[HC], can be expressed as
(18)
Expected long-run average cost
We substitute Equations (10), (11), (16) 
Observe that, if Q R < Q D then each inventory replenishment cycle includes only one shipment consolidation cycle. In this case, Equation (19) reduces to
Combining the above result with Equation (19), we have that
Given the type of demand process, our aim is to obtain an explicit expression for C(Q D , Q R ) and to determine the optimal (Q D , Q R ) pair. To this end, we first should obtain an explicit expression of M H (Q R ) in terms of variables Q D and Q R . For illustrative purposes, computation of M H (Q R ) when demand sizes Y n , n = 1, 2, . . . are distributed according to an exponential distribution, is given in Appendix A4. As we show in Appendix A4, although Equation (7) and Proposition 1 are useful for computing M H (Q R ) numerically, obtaining a closed-form expression, even for the simple case of exponential demand sizes, is complicated. For this reason, we obtain an easy to compute approximation of M H (Q R ) in the next section.
Approximation
The following proposition provides an asymptotic approximation for M H (Q R ).
Proposition 4. An approximation for M H
where v 1 and v 2 denote the first and second moments of the size of the consolidated load W i . Furthermore,
and
where E[Y 2 ] denotes the second moment of the order size Y n .
Proof. See Appendix A5. (20), it is still possible to make some useful observations to simplify the mathematical problem.
Substituting the approximation of M H (Q R ) given by
For example, when Q R < Q D , the objective function is separable in Q D and Q R , and it is linearly increasing in Q R . Thus, it can be easily shown that any solution (Q D , Q R ) such that Q R < Q D is dominated by the solution (Q D , 0). The value of Q D which minimizes the objective function over Q R < Q D is computed by finding the roots of the first derivative of the right-hand side of Equation (20) with respect to Q D . Note that, the corresponding first derivative does not depend on Q R . As a result, if the optimal solution lies over Q R < Q D , then it is never optimal to carry inventory at the vendor, e.g., the vendor's warehouse is operated as a transshipment point. In this case, the only problem is to compute the minimum size of a consolidated load so that a truck can be dispatched. When the fixed cost of a replenishment A R is negligible, or the holding cost h is excessively high, then it is intuitive to expect an optimal Q R level of zero. The numerical study presented in the next section delivers results verifying our intuition.
Model insights: A numerical study
We proceed with a numerical study where we compute and examine the optimal Q D and Q R values, denoted by Q * D and Q * R , respectively, and the corresponding cost, denoted by C * , for a broad range of model parameters. Since we do not have any general convexity results, the first order conditions are not sufficient for computing an optimum solution. Therefore, for computational purposes we utilize an exhaustive search algorithm in two-dimensional space. The purpose of the numerical study is to develop insights regarding the following problems. The above four items will be addressed in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 below.
In our numerical examples, we consider the case of Erlang order weights with parameters r and r α where r = 1 or 2. That is, G(·) is assumed to be either exponential or Erlang with two stages. In both cases, the mean demand is given by µ = 1/α. The theoretical results obtained in the previous section indicate that the expected long-run average cost function does not depend on the distribution of the inter-arrival time denoted F(·), but only depends on the mean of F(·) denoted by λ. In discussing our numerical results, we let arrival rate β = 1/λ. We also note that the unit procurement cost c R and the unit transportation cost c D do not have any effect on the optimal solution. This is because all demands should eventually be shipped. Hence, in our numerical study, these two cost parameters are set equal to zero. Based on the parameter values listed in Table 1 , we develop a factorial design corresponding to the 1024 parameter settings both for exponential and Erlang order weights. Hence, we consider a total of 2048 problem instances (see Table A1 in Appendix A6 for sample numerical results.)
As we demonstrate later in this section, our numerical insights depend on the ratios w/ h and A R /A D rather than the individual values of these parameters, and the parameter values in Table 1 cover a wide range of these ratios (e.g., w/ h varies from one to 16, A R /A D varies from one to 64). We also consider different values of w and h (A R and A D ) that give the same w/ h (A R /A D ) ratio to provide insights on the effects of the actual magnitudes of these parameters. We consider two different values for the arrival rate to examine the cases of slow moving (i.e., β = 1) and fast moving (i.e., β = 10) items. Similarly, we consider two different values for the mean demand to investigate the impact of small (i.e., µ = 5) and large (i.e., µ = 20) demand sizes. It is worth noting that using a subset of the factorial design (i.e., h = 1, 8, w = 2, 16, A D = 5, 40, A R = 40, 320, µ = 5, 20 and β = 1, 10), we also simulated 64 problem settings under both exponential and Erlang order weights. Each simulation was run for 10 000 regenerative cycles (see Law and Kelton (2000, p. 531) . At a confidence level of 95%, all standard errors were within 0.1% . For variance reduction purposes, the same sequence of random numbers was used for each simulation. We computed the optimal values of Q D and Q R , denoted by Q Table A2 in Appendix A7 for sample simulation results). Then, we compared these results with those obtained using the approximate cost function given by Equation (20). For this purpose, for each problem setting, we computed
A summary of our cost comparison results are given in Table 2 .
These results suggest that the approximation works well in computing the policy parameters as well as in computing the associated costs for a fairly broad range of systems.
In the remainder of this section, we use the approximate cost function to investigate the form of the optimal policy, sensitivity of the optimal Q D and Q R values to cost parameters, and cost savings and tradeoffs under shipment consolidation.
Form of the optimal policy
The optimal Q D and Q R values (denoted Q * D and Q * R , respectively) imply one of the following three forms for the integrated policy under consideration. We say that shipment consolidation is a viable alternative if the resulting policy is of Form I or Form II. On the other hand, if the resulting policy is of Form III, then an immediate outbound dispatch policy is preferable; hence shipment consolidation does not make economic sense. We also note that if the policy is of Form I, then no inventory is held at the vendor's warehouse, i.e., the vendor's warehouse is operated as a transshipment point for consolidating orders. Thus, the proposed VMI arrangement is economically viable only if the optimal policy is of Form II.
Our main numerical observations can be summarized as follows: If w ≤ h, then the optimal policy is of Form I. On the other hand, if w > h, then the structure of the policy (e.g., Form I, Form II or Form III) depends on the ratios w/ h and A R /A D as well as β and µ.
Form I corresponds to those circumstances where there is no incentive to carry inventory at the vendor. Under a policy of this form, the sizes of successive replenishment orders are equal to the sizes of the consolidated loads in successive consolidation cycles. That is, the optimal (Q D , Q R ) policy operates under the first part of Equation (20). Since this function is increasing in Q R , the optimal cost is achieved at Q R = 0. Thus, no holding cost is incurred. This result is intuitive for the following reason. When w ≤ h, instead of operating under a policy where Q R > Q D and incurring holding cost at the vendor plus waiting cost at the buyer, it is preferable to set Q * R = 0 so that Q * D > Q * R . This way, we eliminate the holding cost and incur a waiting cost of w < h per unit per unit time.
However, numerical evidence suggests that, even for those cases where w > h, if w/ h or A R /A D are relatively small, then the optimal policy may still be of Form I. Again, these cases correspond to the problem instances where there are no scale economies associated with replenishing in large quantities at the vendor and holding inventory for multiple consolidation cycles within a replenishment cycle. On the other hand, it is important to note that such problem instances are not very likely in real life applications. This is because, in practice, we typically have w > h and A R A D . In fact, for every data set considered in this study, there exist minimum and maximum threshold ratios for w/ h after which the corresponding optimal policy changes from Form I to Form II and from Form II to Form III, respectively. These minimum and maximum threshold ratios define a region of w and h values over which the corresponding optimal policy is of Form II. Similarly, there also exist minimum and maximum threshold ratios for A R /A D after which the policy changes from Form I to Form II and from Form II to Form III, respectively.
In Tables 3 and 4 , we illustrate how the form of the corresponding optimal policy changes depending on w/ h and A R /A D . Table 3 illustrates the case of slow moving items (e.g., β = 1, µ = 5) whereas Table 4 illustrates the case of faster moving items (e.g., β = 10, µ = 20).
Both Tables 3 and 4 illustrate that, for a given data set, if w/ h is larger than a minimum threshold ratio, then the optimal policy changes from Form I to Form II. This minimum threshold w/ h value depends on the value of A R /A D . Also, if w/ h is larger than a maximum threshold ratio, then the optimal policy is eventually of Form III. Again, the maximum threshold w/ h ratio depends on the value of A R /A D . Similarly, for a given data set, if the A R /A D ratio is larger than its corresponding minimum threshold value, then the optimal policy changes from Form I to Form II. How large the A R /A D ratio should be so that this statement is true depends on the value of w/ h. When A R /A D is larger than a maximum threshold ratio, the optimal policy is eventually of Form III. These observations are true for the entire set of 2048 problem instances considered.
As a result, for a given parameter set, as w increases or as A D decreases, the optimal policy eventually reduces to an immediate delivery policy. This is because when w is sufficiently large, or A D is sufficiently small, then shipment consolidation may not make economic sense. Hence, the optimal policy may be of Form III. How large the w or how small the A D value should be so that the optimal policy is of Form III depends on the w/ h and A R /A D ratios as well as the arrival rate β and average order weight µ. It Table 4 . Forms of the corresponding optimal policies: faster moving items when h = 1, r = 1, β = 10 and µ = 20 seems that for larger values of β (e.g., β = 10 in Table A1 , Appendix A6), an immediate delivery policy is less likely to be optimal. On the other hand, for smaller values of β (e.g., β = 1 in Table A1 ), the magnitude of µ also seems to affect the form of the optimal policy. That is, given that β is small (e.g. β = 1 in Table A1 ), the larger the µ (e.g., µ = 20 versus µ = 5 in Table A1 ), the better the performance of an immediate delivery policy. A careful investigation of our numerical results suggests the following values of minimum and maximum threshold ratios for w/ h and A R /A D :
1. If the w/ h and A R /A D ratios fall into the region defined by 4 < w/h ≤ 16 and 4 < A R /A D ≤ 16, then the optimal policy is in most cases of Form II. For faster moving items (i.e., β = 10), the particular region of interest is larger and in most cases it is specified by 4 < w/h ≤ 16 and 2 < A R /A D ≤ 32.
Note that this region can be larger for a given problem instance. For example, considering the example in Table 4 , the optimal policy is of Form II if 4 ≤ w/ h ≤ 16 and 2 ≤ A R /A D ≤ 64. 2. For faster moving items, an immediate delivery policy does not seem to be cost effective under the set of parameters considered in this paper. However, the results also depend on the value of µ. For slow moving items, an immediate delivery policy is more likely to perform better but again the results depend on the µ value. Overall, we observe that regardless of how fast the items move, if
then shipment consolidation always makes economic sense (i.e., the optimal policy is of Form I or Form II). This region typically is larger for faster moving items. For instance, considering the example in Table 4 , we conclude that shipment consolidation makes economic sense if
for the particular case illustrated there.
It is worth noting that the above regions are in fact larger for some of the 2048 problem instances considered which in turn implies that the proposed VMI arrangement is applicable under a large set of parameter values. This is because the actual values of h, w, A R , A D , β and µ are as important as the relative values of the ratios w/ h and A R /A D in determining the form of the optimal policy. For example, examining the first half of Table A1 (Appendix A6) where h = 1, we observe that if w > h and A R > A D , an optimal policy of Form I is unlikely. According to the second half of Table A1 where h = 4, if w > h and A R > A D then an optimal policy of Form I seems more likely than the case where 334 Ç etinkaya et al. h = 1. In summary, making conclusive comments regarding the sensitivity of the form of the optimal policy to the actual and relative values of model parameters is not easy. ratio, the easier it is to decrease the cumulative waiting at a minor cost.
Sensitivity of Q

Cost savings and tradeoffs
A significant amount of the classical inventory literature assumes that retailer orders are satisfied as they arrive. That is, the traditional models focus on immediate outbound delivery policies where an outbound shipment has to be released each time a retailer order is received. Hence, in the existing literature, parameters A D and c D are treated as sunk costs, and shipment consolidation opportunities are not modeled explicitly. As we have already mentioned, one of the objectives of this numerical study is to provide a point of comparison between the operating costs under an immediate delivery policy and the policy proposed in this paper. To this end, we proceed with developing an expression of the long-run average cost function under the immediate delivery assumption.
If orders should be delivered as they arrive (without consolidation), then no waiting cost accumulates. Hence, our problem reduces to a pure inventory problem for which the order-up-to level (denoted by Q R as in the previous section) and reorder level (denoted by s) should be computed. Since the replenishment orders are received instantaneously, there is no need to replenish unless the inventory level reaches zero when a shipment should be released, i.e., the optimal reorder level is again zero. Consequently, it can be easily shown that the expected long-run average cost for the immediate delivery case is given bȳ
Under the assumption of immediate delivery, Q D = 0, and, hence,
, since each shipment consolidation cycle ends with the arrival of a single order. Consequently,C(Q R ) can also be derived by substituting
in the second part of Equation (20). Let Q * denote the global minimizer ofC(Q R ), i.e., Q * is the optimal orderup-to level under the assumption of immediate delivery. Using Equations (20) and (22), we can compare the optimal policy parameters and corresponding objective function values under the immediate delivery policy and the integrated inventory/shipment consolidation policy proposed in this paper. Table 5 provides some illustrative results associated with such a comparison. For the data set given here, the estimated cost savings (denoted by % = (C( Table 5 ) are substantial, especially for larger values of A D . These cost savings are only "estimates" since in computing the (Q * D , Q * R ) pair and evaluating the C(Q * D , Q * R ) value, we utilize the approximation in Equation (21) which is based on the asymptotic approximation of M H (Q R ) (see Appendix A5). It seems that this is a reasonable resolution since M H (Q R ) may not have an easily computable form depending on the underlying order weight distribution (in fact, this is the case even under the assumption of exponential order weights). Hence, computational effort must be based on numerical methods and approximations for a wide class of distributions of practical interest. Ş ahin (1989, pp. 41-53) gives an excellent overview of distributions for which the corresponding renewal functions do not assume an easy-tocompute form and presents results about the accuracy of asymptotic approximations. Typically, convergence to these approximations is quite fast.
The estimated cost saving due to consolidation depends on the values of the model parameters. Naturally, as A D decreases, Q * R → Q * and Q * D → 0. Hence, as A D → 0, the estimated cost saving diminishes. Similarly, as w increases, Q * R → Q * and Q * D → 0, and again the estimated cost saving decreases. The same result is true for decreasing values of β and increasing values of µ, which is due to the reasons explained in the previous section: For slow-moving items where individual order weights are large enough to realize scale economies in outbound transportation, an immediate delivery policy (i.e., a policy of Form III) may be more effective. On the other hand, for faster moving items, the potential cost savings are significant as illustrated in Table 5 . Again, the reasons for this are explained in the previous section. For faster moving items the optimal policy is, in most cases, of Form II unless A D is negligible or w is excessively high. Obviously, the estimated cost saving due to consolidation is higher for the case where µ = 5 in comparison to the case where µ = 20.
Since the estimated cost saving is a result of the waiting time implied by the consolidation practice, it is important 336 Ç etinkaya et al. to analyze the tradeoff between costs saved and timely delivery. For this purpose, we measure the timeliness of deliveries by Q D /(βµ), i.e., the average time until Q D units are demanded. In addition, in evaluating the performance of a policy, we consider the following two criteria: (i) the expected long-run average cost and (ii) the expected time between deliveries. According to our first criterion, the best policy is given by (Q * D , Q * R ) whereas this policy may not be as favorable according our second criterion. In fact, under the second criterion, the best policy is the immediate delivery policy simply because "the smaller the Q D the higher the delivery frequency". Note that, for a given parameter set, implementing a policy with parameters (Q D 
Summary and future research
This paper analyzes an important class of problems applicable in the context of VMI. The renewal theoretic model presented here provides a method for computing the parameters of an integrated inventory-transportation policy in more realistic settings where demand follows a general stochastic process. Unlike the classical inventory models, this new model considers the outbound transportation costs and the effect of a quantity-based outbound consolidation policy. The numerical results provide insight into the forms of different types of policies and dependence of optimal policy variables on cost parameters. The model presented in this study ignores the replenishment lead time uncertainty which remains to be a challenging theoretical problem along with the extensions that consider multiple item and multiple customer problems. 
Taking the derivative of I(Q D ) and performing some algebraic manipulations, we obtain:
where m G (y) = dM G (y)/dy. Then, it follows from Equation A3 that:
where C is a constant. Substituting Q D = 0 and using Equation ( This completes the proof. 
